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Pioneers

This issue of the Journal is dedicated to the following pioneers who have been constant source of 
inspiration.

• Human blunders usually do more to shape history than human wickedness.

- A.J.P. Taylor

• If all economists were laid end to end, they would not reach a conclusion.

- George Bernard Shah

• Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile.

- Albert Einstein

• The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.

- Nelson Mandela

• If life were predictable it would cease to be life, and be without flavor.

- Eleanor Roosevelt

• If you set your goals ridiculously high and it's a failure, you will fail above everyone else's 
success.

- James Cameron

• When you reach the end of your rope, tie a knot in it and hang on.

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

• Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

• It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the light.

- Aristotle
 
• Many of life's failures are people who did not realize how close they were to success when they 

gave up.

- Thomas A. Edison
 
• One individual may die for an idea, but that idea will, after his death, incarnate itself in a 

thousand lives.
- Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose
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